Discover how your ancestors can guide you to transform your life and lineage...
and help heal historical collective wounds that linger in our world today.
Did you know that the experiences of our ancestors can be passed down from generation to
generation, leaving imprints on those who came after them – including you? What if you could
create sacred connections with your ancestors... and tap into their wisdom to heal yourself and your
lineage of old wounds?

Dr. Linda Backman is joining an amazing group of international wayshowers
at this FREE groundbreaking 5-day virtual event February 22-26, 2021!

Featured on Dr. Oz & Coast to Coast AM, expert psychologist, regression therapist and worldwide
teacher Dr. Linda Backman has 40+ years private practice experience, including over 25 years
guiding Soul Regressions. Linda has been conducting Between Lives Soul Regression training since
2002. She is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to Light.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 3-3:45 PM MST - Host Lisa Bonnice explores this life-changing
topic with Dr. Linda Backman: Origin Soul Mending: You, Your Higher Self, Your Soul Pod &
Split Incarnations on Earth, Interplanetary, and Angelic Realm. Your Soul originates in the higher
realm intended to incarnate, evolving life to life and affecting Humanity’s evolution. The origin of each
soul is tied to the Earth, Interplanetary, or Angelic Realm, belonging to a soul pod. With each
singular, or overlapping, incarnation, your free will opportunity is to heal past experiences with your
closest soul comrades.
At the Ancestral Healing Summit, you’ll experience a powerful synthesis of spirituality, science,
ancient wisdom & practices from around the world, promising to transform your life and legacy,
grounding you into your highest purpose. Join this landmark gathering of experts February 22- 26!

REGISTER TODAY FOR THIS PHENOMENAL *FREE* 5-DAY EVENT!
Visit Dr. Linda Backman’s web site: www.ravenheartcenter.com

